In response to the request for comment on Buy-Now-Pay-Later (BNPL) providers, published on Jan. 24, 2022,¹ by the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (CFPB or Bureau), the Electronic Privacy Information Center (EPIC) submits the following comment on the Bureau’s Market Monitoring of Buy Now, Pay Later Companies.²

EPIC is a public interest research center in Washington, D.C., established in 1994 to focus public attention on emerging privacy and related human rights issues, and to protect privacy, the First Amendment, and constitutional values.³ EPIC has long advocated for robust safeguards to protect consumers from exploitative data collection, usage, distribution, and retention practices. EPIC has a strong interest in agencies establishing and enforcing data minimization practices to protect consumers and advocates for requirements that data only be collected, used, or disclosed as

---

³EPIC, About Us (2022), https://epic.org/about/.
reasonably necessary to provide the service requested by a consumer. 4 Specifically, EPIC has pushed for greater oversight into how companies and government agencies target individuals based on data collected about those individuals, 5 greater transparency regarding the lifecycle of collection and disclosure of Americans’ personal data, 6 and more robust regulatory enforcement to safeguard the rights of consumers, especially as related to abuses involving the misuse of data. 7

EPIC applauds the Bureau’s sample inquiry and effort to enforce regulation regarding BNPL providers. The BNPL industry is gaining traction quickly among consumers who are lower income, younger, and experiencing greater income volatility, 8 making the Bureau’s attention timely. EPIC recommends strengthening the CFPB’s proposed market-monitoring order by supplementing it with inquiries regarding (1) customer acquisition specifics, (2) controls on the consumer data lifecycle, (3) data governance by BNPL providers, and (4) policies for accessing consumer data. EPIC also urges CFPB to broaden its definitions to ensure the inquiry captures everything it intends to and to provide explicit but non-exhaustive examples of how it might utilize its Unfair, Deceptive, or Abusive Acts or Practices (UDAAP) authority against potential misconduct by BNPL providers.

---

I. The Bureau should inquire about customer acquisition to improve transparency around predatory targeting practices.

EPIC recommends that the Bureau expand its line of questioning regarding customer acquisition in order to gain insight about how BNPL providers’ business models predicated on using alternative data present a substantial risk for predatory practices.² Particularly when BNPL offers are marketed toward individuals that have historically decreased access to credit or face discrimination in traditional banking settings, BNPL providers have an increased responsibility not to replicate those same biases and equity issues under a different name.

Using alternative data without transparency or robust required testing for accuracy and nondiscrimination poses significant risk. Upstart, a student loan company, offered significantly higher interest rates to graduates of Historically Black and Hispanic Colleges and Universities when compared to more predominantly white institutions.¹⁰ Beyond encoding more traditional financial bias, the use of alternative data lending poses serious consumer privacy issues. As discussed in Sections II-IV below, when lenders decide they will use more personalized and specific data points in their decision, they may resort to the use of data brokers and other methods to acquire that data. Meanwhile, there is no assurance that data is accurate, relevant, or fair.

Considering this dynamic, EPIC recommends that the Bureau ask for more granular detail about how BNPL providers are targeting and acquiring new business. In addition to the total number of transactions originated from acquisition channels, EPIC recommends that the Bureau inquire into details about the BNPL providers’ promotional spending on targeted advertising—specifically,

---


which subsets or demographics are they targeting, what keywords they are using, and how customer acquisition through those means may inform changes to their lending model.

II. The Bureau should inquire about the lifecycle of consumer data

EPIC urges the Bureau to expand its inquiry into the lifecycle of consumer data. Specifically, CFPB should ask (1) what factors are considered by the algorithms that inform rates and the weight of those factors and (2) if customer data and credit history/determinations are used beyond the express purpose of offering loans (including access to that data by third parties). This is particularly important given that BNPL providers operate in a market where mergers and acquisitions increase the risk of inappropriate data usage.

III. The Bureau should inquire about data governance, including data minimization, retention, and deletion practices

EPIC suggests that the Bureau ask the BNPL providers about their data minimization, retention, and deletion practices. In the absence of a comprehensive federal privacy law that assigns obligations with respect to user data, restricts data collection and use, and establishes data minimization, retention, and deletion requirements, consumers are left vulnerable to harmful practices. BNPL loan providers have capitalized on this, and the industry has grown rapidly with little transparency or regulation. Consistent with the Bureau’s mandate to “ensure[e] that markets for consumer financial products and services are fair, transparent, and competitive[,]”11 EPIC urges the Bureau to promote transparency by inquiring about BNPL providers’ data governance practices.

---

11 Ashwin Vasan, Our public inquiry on buy now, pay later, CFPB Blog (Jan. 12, 2022), https://www.consumerfinance.gov/about-us/blog/our-public-inquiry-buy-now-pay-later/ (“Congress has tasked us with ensuring that markets for consumer financial products and services are fair, transparent, and competitive. To that end, it has authorized us to require participants in the marketplace to provide information that helps us monitor risks to consumers and to publish aggregated findings that are in the public interest.”).
In addition to the information requested in the Sample Inquiry Sections E and F, EPIC suggests that the Bureau ask BNPL providers to provide a detailed description of their data governance practices, including a description of their data minimization, retention, and deletion practices. Specifically, the Bureau should inquire what entities can access consumer data at any point of the data lifecycle (both Direct BNPL Data and Indirect BNPL data). The Bureau should ask how long data is retained and what security measures are implemented to protect consumer data and should require detailed descriptions of data collection practices.

IV. The Bureau should inquire about policies for consumer access to data and decisions

EPIC urges the Bureau to ask BNPL loan providers more about their data access policies, both by wholly external parties and by sister services. The Bureau should work to secure access rights for consumers over their own data and ensure transparency by determining who can access the consumer data that BNPL loan providers have. Data sharing may constitute a privacy harm, such as “the failure to honor people’s expectation that your data would not be shared with third parties.” Indeed, “the willingness of entities to refrain from sharing consumer’s sensitive or confidential data with unknown third parties is at the core of fairness in the privacy context.” Currently, BNPL loan providers lack transparency about who can access consumers’ personal information. Consumers do not know whether their personal data is being shared for purposes unrelated to the primary purpose of processing a transaction or if third-party advertisers, analysts, or researchers can access their data.

12 Danielle Keats Citron & Daniel Solove, Privacy Harms, GWU Legal Studies Research Paper No. 2021-1, 3-4 (Feb. 2021), https://ssrn.com/abstract=3782222 (“For many privacy harms, the injury may appear small when viewed in isolation, such as the inconvenience of receiving an unwanted email or advertisement or the failure to honor people’s expectation that your data would not be shared with third parties. But when done by hundreds or thousands of companies, the harm adds up. Moreover, these small harms are dispersed among millions (and sometimes billions) of people. Over time, as numerous people are each inundated by a swarm of small harms, the overall societal impact is significant.”).

The New York Department of Financial Services recently implemented data security requirements for financial institutions, including, among other things, limits on access privileges.\(^\text{14}\) Similarly, the Federal Trade Commission recently updated its Safeguards Rule which included, among other things, limits on internal access to data.\(^\text{15}\)

In this inquiry, EPIC urges the Bureau to take similar steps toward effective regulation by inquiring about data access practice to ensure transparency and protect consumers. EPIC encourages the Bureau to inquire about BNPL loan providers’ data practices with respect to users’ access, correction, and deletion rights over their own personal data.

V. The Bureau should broaden its definitions of direct BNPL data and indirect BNPL data, to ensure its inquiry captures what information it sets out to obtain

EPIC recommends the Bureau expand and clarify the definitions of Direct BPNL Data and Indirect BNPL Data as used in the Sample Inquiry. They are currently strong but not fully inclusive of the universe of data the Bureau seeks to obtain. Definitions that are too narrow in scope will limit what information the Bureau obtains from BNPL providers, and in what context, for example information that is collected by the provider but maintained by a third party might be reported as Indirect BNPL Data rather than Direct BNPL Data, and information aggregated in a very minor way might evade reporting altogether.

The definition of Direct BNPL Data (Definition 9) calls for data collected and maintained by an entity. This would fail to capture data collected by the entity but maintained by another entity.\(^\text{16}\)


\(^{16}\) Presumably if the entity responding to the inquiry subsequently accesses that data, it should be reflected in Indirect BNPL Data.
The definition of Indirect BNPL Data (Definition 13) only captures data about individual users. As such, data aggregating transactions for all members of the same family living in the same household would not be captured by the definition of Indirect BNPL Data as—despite sharing an address and possibly a name—they are distinct users.

Additionally, EPIC suggests including specific non-exhaustive examples as part of the Indirect BNPL Data definition (e.g., connecting data about a user’s social media affiliations), as the Bureau did with its definition of Direct BNPL Data (e.g., providing “specific product information collected during BNPL transactions” in Definition 9).

VI. The Bureau should provide explicit, but non-exhaustive examples of how it might utilize its UDAAP authority to regulate misconduct by BNPL providers

An ounce of prevention is worth a pound of cure. In addition to its inquiry, the Bureau should provide a non-exhaustive list of examples to BNPL providers of acts or practices that the CFPB might consider misconduct, with the aim of preventing the misconduct before it occurs rather than bringing enforcement actions after consumers have suffered harm. EPIC offers two examples that highlight harms related to data collection, usage, and disclosures.

As one example: the Bureau should state explicitly that the failure to audit for discriminatory impact, even where the provider does not collect or generate data on consumers’ personal characteristics directly, could still potentially be considered misconduct. The Bureau recently clarified that discrimination can be actionable as an unfair practice. In its inquiry to BNPL providers, the Bureau asks about unique users, users whose transactions go to third party collectors, and users who are denied or declined a BNPL transaction, by certain personal characteristics that a BNPL provider may collect or generate (e.g. age, sex, income, race). This is a strong but insufficient

---

list, as other data points can serve as proxies for personal characteristics. One example is ZIP code, which is likely not considered a personal characteristic, but can be highly correlated with race or income.

A BNPL provider should not get a pass on auditing for discrimination simply because they collect zip code data instead of data on age, race, or income; the structure of the Bureau’s inquiry may lead a BNPL provider to think that they are exempt from this requirement because they do not collect data on consumers’ personal characteristics. The Bureau can better prevent this misconduct before it occurs by providing a hypothetical example of unfairness in which a BNPL provider engages in unintentionally discriminatory practices by failing to audit its processes to prevent, detect, and remedy disproportionate impact on users sharing a personal characteristic. Academic literature, and the Bureau’s own research, calls this proxy information or proxy data.

Another model example of an Unfair, Deceptive, or Abusive Acts or Practice that the Bureau can provide is when a third party’s conduct makes the BNPL provider’s representation about its data usage practices to consumers deceptive or abusive. The Bureau recently published updated guidance on how examiners should understand the Bureau’s UDAAP enforcement authority. In the document, the Bureau outlined the standards for such acts or practices and provided a few examples (e.g., the bank that failed to prevent, detect, and remedy fraudulent transactions engaged in an unfair

---

practice\textsuperscript{22} and the TV ad prominently showing “$0 down” without prominently showing total amount due was a deceptive act\textsuperscript{23}). It also instructed examiners to consider how employees and third parties interact with customers. For instance, whether the entity: conducts audits to ensure employees and third parties are not engaging in unfair, deceptive, or abusive acts or practices; uses performance evaluation criteria that create unintended incentives to engage in such acts or practices; or ensures employees and third parties refrain from engaging in servicing or collections practices that lead to differential treatment or disproportionately adverse impacts on a discriminatory basis.\textsuperscript{24}

In its inquiry, the Bureau asks about data shared with third parties but not how third parties use the data nor how the BNPL provider represents its data usage and disclosure practices to consumers. The Bureau can better prevent this misconduct before it occurs by providing a hypothetical example of deception or abuse in which a BNPL provider states that it will “never sell” consumer data gathered to provide products and services, but the BNPL provider shares consumer data with a third party who then sells that consumer data.

EPIC can discuss other data-related harms the Bureau could consider including as examples of misconduct that might otherwise seem to fall outside the purview of its inquiry to BNPL providers.

\textbf{VII. Conclusion}

EPIC applauds the Bureau for acting now to gather information about a growing alternative system for determining consumer creditworthiness. EPIC urges the Bureau to supplement its proposed inquiry as described above to better capture the data collection, usage, disclosure, and retention practices of BNPL providers. This will improve transparency and oversight of an industry

\textsuperscript{22} See \textit{id.} at 4. \\
\textsuperscript{23} See \textit{id.} at 7. \\
\textsuperscript{24} See \textit{id.} at 17-18.
that seems to be gaining traction among multiply marginalized consumer populations. EPIC also urges the Bureau continue its important work regarding other entities with access to consumer data, such as data aggregators.
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